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The Client: A multinational utility that develops hundreds of onsite distributed energy
generation systems, including solar and storage, in North America and Europe.
Users: Their credit risk team.

Distributed generation (DG) systems often use clean energy resources, such as solar, for what are typically
small decentralized installations onsite and off-grid. Many commercial and industrial companies use DG to
lower emissions, as well as to reduce utility costs during peak hours. The growth of DG has substantially
increased the number of customers being served by energy providers with deregulated lines of business that
offer these capabilities. These are long-term projects with payoff periods of 10 to 20 years, thereby involving
substantial exposure to off-taker risk.
Pain Points:
As a provider of DG systems in North America and Europe, the
credit risk team at this utility had been struggling to track the
creditworthiness of hundreds of new customers as the business
began to grow. The team wanted to put in place a consistent
and efficient system that would help them assess their
customers’ ability to pay for these capital investments over the
long term. They turned to S&P Global Market Intelligence
(“Market Intelligence”) to discuss various approaches.
The Solution:

Market Intelligence provides
70 different Scorecards, which
include:
 Corporate Scorecards


Project Finance Scorecards
 Power and Renewables
 Oil and Gas
 Chemicals and LNG
 Infrastructure
 Commodities

Market Intelligence outlined an approach that would utilize a Corporate Credit Assessment Scorecard.
Scorecards are Excel®-based tools that use forward-looking qualitative assessments, and financial ratio
analysis to derive stand-alone implied credit scores that are designed to quantitatively approximate ratings
from S&P Global Ratings1, and are further supported by historical default data back to 1981.

1

Lowercase nomenclature is used to differentiate S&P Global Market Intelligence credit model scores from the credit ratings
issued by S&P Global Ratings.
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Market Intelligence Sample Generic Corporate Credit Assessment Scorecard

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence. For illustrative purposes only.

The analytical framework follows the corporate assessment criteria, where the combination of business risk
and financial risk determines the entity’s “anchor” Stand-Alone Credit Profile (SACP). This anchor acts as a
starting point for calculating the actual SACP for a firm. It essentially represents the baseline creditworthiness
of a representative company operating in that particular market.
The assessment of business and financial risk is based on an analysis of several credit risk factors. The
anchor score is then adjusted upwards or downwards based on credit risk modifiers that measure
management and governance, as well as liquidity and financial flexibility. Once the SACP of the entity is
derived, it is possible to factor in any explicit external support that might come from a group or government.
Key Benefits:
The Corporate Credit Assessment Scorecard provides a number of important benefits for the credit risk team:
 Encompasses quantitative factors, as well qualitative ones that users can input: This includes
risk factors, weights, benchmarks, and scoring algorithms delivered in a “glass box” environment.
 Offers global and sector-specific coverage: Widely applicable, but also sector and geographicallyspecific coverage.
 Can be quickly deployed: Is an out-of-the-box solution, enabling users to free up resources for
other value-added activities.
 Automated financial spreading: For public and private company data on Capital IQ and the Market
Intelligence platform, the Excel® plug-in feature provides a convenient spreading solution.
 Enables seamless updates: A rigorous annual review process validates that the Scorecard is
analytically sound and that the scoring criteria and User Guide are up-to-date.
To learn more about how we help utility, energy, and industrial companies of all sizes optimize their credit
risk management systems, contact our team at spglobal.com/sc-en-casestudy for a personalized tour of
our offerings.
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Copyright © 2019 by S&P Global Market Intelligence, a division of S&P Global Inc. All rights reserved.
These materials have been prepared solely for information purposes based upon information generally available to the public
and from sources believed to be reliable. No content (including index data, ratings, credit-related analyses and data,
research, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse
engineered, reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the
prior written permission of S&P Global Market Intelligence or its affiliates (collectively, S&P Global). The Content shall not
be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P Global and any third-party providers, (collectively S&P Global
Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Global Parties are not
responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content. THE
CONTENT IS PROVIDED ON “AS IS” BASIS. S&P GLOBAL PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE
CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY
SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Global Parties be liable to any party for any direct,
indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or
losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in
connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
S&P Global Market Intelligence’s opinions, quotes and credit-related and other analyses are statements of opinion as of the
date they are expressed and not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make
any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P Global Market Intelligence assumes no
obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content should not be relied on and is not
a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when
making investment and other business decisions. S&P Global Market Intelligence does not act as a fiduciary or an investment
advisor except where registered as such. S&P Global keeps certain activities of its divisions separate from each other in
order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain divisions of S&P Global
may have information that is not available to other S&P Global divisions. S&P Global has established policies and procedures
to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.
S&P Global Ratings does not contribute to or participate in the creation of credit scores generated by S&P Global Market
Intelligence. Lowercase nomenclature is used to differentiate S&P Global Market Intelligence PD credit model scores from
the credit ratings issued by S&P Global Ratings.
S&P Global may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities
or from obligors. S&P Global reserves the right to disseminate its opinions and analyses. S&P Global's public ratings and
analyses are made available on its Web sites, www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge) and www.ratingsdirect.com
(subscription), and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P Global publications and third-party redistributors.
Additional information about our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.
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